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0.  Introduction 
 
It is well known that a discourse is not simply a haphazard 
collection of grammatically encoded propositions.  Rather, it 
is a highly structured collection of verbalized propositions, 
organized around unifying themes, and exhibiting 'coherence'.  
According to Givon, "Coherence over multi-propositional spans 
means continuity or recurrence of some elements."  That is, 
"...coherent discourse tends to maintain, over a span of 
several propositions...a) the same referent ('topic') b) the 
same or contiguous time c) the same or contiguous location d) 
sequential action." (1990:896-897) 
 
The discussion in this paper will confine itself to Givon's 
first type of discourse coherence, labelled referential 
coherence.  Specifically, this paper is an attempt to describe 
how participants are referenced and 'tracked' through Bargam 
narrative discourse and how this tracking exerts a cohesive 
influence on the discourse. 
 
1.  Preliminary considerations 
 
This section lays the groundwork for the subsequent 
description of referential coherence in Bargam through a 
presentation and discussion of the crucial (and universal) 
discourse notions of referentiality, definiteness and 
topicality.  In the following sub-sections, important 
theoretical aspects of each of these topics are discussed.  
The remaining sections of the paper present a detailed 
decription and analysis of referential coherence (i.e. 
participant tracking) in Bargam narrative discourse.  As will 
become rapidly evident, the theoretical framework for this 
analysis is primarily that presented in Givon, 1984 and 1990 
(especially chapters 11 and 20).  The present author has 
profited greatly from Givon's discussion of referential 
coherence and his insights into the way Language works. 
                     
1 Bargam is a non-Austronesian language of the Trans New Guinea 
phylum and the Adelbert Range super-stock.  It is classified 
by Z'Graggen (1975) as a stock-level isolate within the 
Madang-Adelbert Range sub-phylum and given the name Mugil. 
 
Bargam is spoken by approximately 3500 people located on the 
North Coast of the Madang provnce, about 65 kilometers north 
of Madang town.  The data and conclusions presented in this 
paper are based on over seven years of active involvement in 
linguistic, literacy and translation work among the Bargam 
people. 
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1.1.  Referentiality 
 
The term referentiality refers to the relationship between a 
term or proposition and the actual or real world referent or 
event it denotes.  However, as Givon points out, it is 
inaccurate to think of a particular lexical term being mapped 
onto a referent in the 'real world'.  Rather, referential 
relationships occur between lexical terms or propositions and 
what he calls the Universe of Discourse. 
 
1.1.1.  Referentiality and the Universe of Discourse 
 
In his discussion of the Universe of Discourse Givon states: 
 

"The study of human language(s) suggests that reference 
relations are not a mapping of propositions or terms in a 
language onto The Real World, but rather a mapping from 
the language to some Universe of Discourse.  This 
universe of discourse is constructed or negotiated 
between speaker and hearer, and communication then refers 
to states, events or individuals within that constructed 
world.  It is of course true that this contingent 
universe of discourse often--and perhaps most commonly--
coincides or overlaps with the logician's "Real 
World"....Once a universe of discourse has been set up, 
reference proceeds in the same fashion regardless of 
whether nothing in that universe ever existed in The Real 
World, everything in it existed in The Real World, or of 
any other degree of overlap existing between the two." 
(1984:388-389) 

 
Once a Universe of Discourse is agreed upon by both speaker 
and hearer, it is the speaker's referential intent2 which then 
becomes crucial in assigning referential status to a 
particular nominal.  When a speaker intends for a nominal to 
be referential, he means that there is a unique (i.e. one-to-
one) correspondence between it and the particular entity it 
denotes within the Universe of Discourse.  This idea of unique 
correspondence is crucial to the referential status of a 
particular referent.  Without it, referential accessibility3 
within the discourse is denied and, using Givon's phrase, "the 
cognitive search for the nominal referent in mental storage-
space"4 will be fruitless.  Conversely, even though a nominal 
referent may be construed to exist within the universe of 
discourse, if it does not denote a specific referent it is 
considered non-referential.  In such a case the relationship 
between the term or proposition and the referent is generic 
and denotes only non-specific class membership.   
 

                     
2 Givon, 1984:390 
 
3 cf. section 1.2.1 below 
 
4 Givon, 1990:903 
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There is a further factor to be considered in assigning 
referential status to a particular nominal, which is the idea 
of propositional modality.  Givon describes the relationship 
between the propositional modalities of FACT (including both 
presupposition and realis-assertion) and NON-FACT (including 
both irrealis-assertion and NEG-assertion) in the following 
way: 
 

"Under the scope of the propositional modality FACT, 
nominal arguments can only be referential.  On the other 
hand, under the scope of the propositional modality NON-
FACT, nominal arguments can be also non-referential" 
(1984:391). 

 
Givon goes on to give the following four examples by way of 
illustrating these two propositional modalities5: 
 
(1) a. Mary regretted that she saw an eagle. (presupposition) 
 b. Mary saw an eagle.       (realis-
assertion) 
 c. Mary will see an eagle.               (irrealis-
assertion) 
 d. Mary did not see an eagle.            (negative-
assertion) 
 
In (1a) and (1b) above, the speaker is asserting that a 
particular (referential) eagle exists, i.e. the one Mary saw.  
In (1c) the speaker may have in mind a particular eagle which 
Mary will see.  On the other hand he may be asserting only 
that Mary will see some member (non-referential) of the eagle 
species.  In (1d) the speaker is asserting that there is no 
particular eagle such that "Mary saw it", (non-referential). 
This implies that non-referential nominals will only be found 
to occur under the scope of irrealis assertions and negative 
assertions which in certain cases exert a non-fact modality-
like influence over their arguments (cf. examples 17 and 18 
below). 
 
1.2.  Definiteness 
 
The concepts of definiteness and indefiniteness have been 
defined by Givon6 in the following way: 
 
"Indefinite:  'Speakers code a referential nominal as 

indefinite if they think that they are not entitled to 
assume that the hearer can--by whatever means--assign it 
unique referential identity'. 

 
Definite:    'Speakers code a referential nominal as definite 

if they think that they are entitled to assume that the 
hearer can--by whatever means--assign it unique 
reference'." 

 
                     
5 Givon 1984:391 
 
6 1984:399 
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Here the operational phrase is unique referential identity.  
As has already been shown (cf. 1.1 above), the salient feature 
of referentiality is unique correspondence between a term or 
proposition and an entitiy existing within the universe of 
discourse.  For a nominal to be referential it must denote a 
specific entity or group.  Consider the following three 
sentences: 
 
(2) a. John caught a fish. 
    b. John likes catching fish. 
    c. John caught the fish. 
 
In sentence (2a) above, there is one and only one referent 
'fish' denoted by the phrase "a fish".  The reference is not 
to some generic class of fish as in sentence (2b).  However, 
if John had been trying to catch one particular fish (one 
which was already known to the hearer as well as the speaker) 
and was eventually successful, only then would sentence (2c) 
be meaningful to the hearer.  Thus, for a referential nominal 
to be definite, its identity must be accessible to the hearer.  
According to Givon7, there are three main speech-act contexts 
which make the identity of a referent 'accessible' to both the 
speaker and the hearer.   
 
1.2.1.  The deictic context  
 
The deictic context refers to the speaker-hearer relationship 
as well as the current time and spatial location in which the 
information transaction takes place.  In Givon's words,  
 

"The interpretation of personal pronouns such as 'I' and 
'you', of time-referents such as 'now' and 'then', of 
place-referents such as 'here' and 'there', and of 
deictic demonstratives such as 'this' and 'that', depends 
on the shared speech situation.  On general grounds, a 
referent is more accessible if it is either 

 
  a)  spatially or temporally nearer to the speech-                
   situation; or 
  b)  perceptually more obvious or salient."  (Givon,      
   1990:903) 
 
1.2.2.  The cultural context: 
 
"The generic-cultural context is the world-view shared by 
members of the same culture ('speech community')." (Givon, 
1990:903)  Such shared cultural information, possessed by 
every member of a speech community, provides accessibiltiy to  
a large number of identifiable topics. 
 
1.2.3.  The discourse context 
 
Information contained in the preceding discourse context 
itself also provides access to the identity of referents in a 
discourse.  It is here that the notions of continuity and 
predictability become important in relation to the degree of 
                     
7 1990:903 
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'identifiablity' a particular referent possesses.  According 
to Givon8, the degree of referential continuity or referential 
gap between the current occurrence of the referent and its 
last occurrence, the referential complexity of the directly 
preceding discourse, the presence or absence of redundant 
clause-level semantic information from the current clause, and 
the amount of redundant thematic information from the 
preceding discourse are the chief factors affecting the 
referential accessibility of a particular referent within the 
discourse context itself.   
 
1.3.  Topicality  
 
According to Givon, traditional accounts of topicality 
(usually defined as 'what is talked about') have tended to 
imply to linguists that topic is a clause-level function.  
However, as he points out,  
 

"At the level of a single event/state, 'topic' -- 'what 
is talked about' or 'what is important' -- is meaningless 
....'Topic' is a relevant functional notion only at the 
discourse level, minimally at the chain or paragraph 
level.  Put plainly and in operational terms, the topic 
is only 'talked about' or 'important' if it remains 
'talked about' or 'important' during a number of 
successive clauses." (1990:902, emphasis mine) 

 
Givon goes on to list two discourse-pragmatic indicators of 
topicality.  They are referential accessibility and thematic 
importance9.  Referential accessiblity, as it relates to the 
concept of definiteness, has already been dealt with under 
section 1.2.1 above.  Here it is sufficient only to add that 
for a referential nominal to be topical, its 'unique 
referential identity' must remain predictable over a span of 
clauses. 
 
Thematic importance has to do with the discourse 'relevance' 
of a referential topic.  Givon, while admitting the difficulty 
of quantifying thematic importance10, does offer three possible 
parameters for measuring the thematic importance of topics in 
a discourse.  They are 1) conscious verbal measures, 2) 
psychometric measures and 3) text frequency measures.  Of the 
three, the first two deal with the perception of the hearer, 
and the extent to which a topic 'lingers' in his/her memory.  
Only the third measure is text-based, and can be used for 
assessing both local and global topic status within a 
particular discourse.  It includes a) the local measure of 
topic persistence, that is, the number of times a topic occurs 
over a particular span of clauses, and 2) the global measure 

                     
 

8 1990:904 
 
9 1990:903-904 
 
10 1990:907 
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of overall frequency, that is, the total number of times the 
same referent occurs in the discourse11.   
 

                     
11 1990:908 
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1.4.  Summary: some working definitions 
 
The preceding discussion has presented a number of important 
concepts crucial to an adequate description of referential 
coherence in any language.  For the purposes of the present 
analysis, the following 'working definitions' will be used. 
 

referentiality:  a nominal will be considered referential 
if it refers to a particular entity whose existence 
within the universe of discourse is either presupposed or 
directly asserted by the speaker. 

 
definiteness:  a nominal will be considered definite if 
the unique referential identity of the entity to it which 
it refers can be predicted (assigned) based on 
information accessible from the overall discourse 
context. 

 
topicality:  a nominal referent will be considered 
topical as long as it's identity remains accessible to 
the hearer (referential accessibility/definiteness) and 
it persists as an argument over a span of clauses 
subsequent to its introduction (or re-introduction) into 
the discourse (thematic importance). 

 
2.  Grammatical devices used to identify and track 
participants in Bargam narrative discourse 
 
Below is presented a survey of the grammatical devices used in 
Bargam to identify participants and track their occurance 
throughout a narrative discourse. 
 
2.1.  NPs and pronouns 
 
Participants are normally introduced into a discourse by means 
of a noun phrase (except of course, for repartee, where the 
deictic context allows the use of 1st and 2nd person personal 
pronouns for initial mention of primary participants).  Full 
NPs12, while expandable to head noun plus a number of modifiers 
indicating number, quality, quantity, etc, occur more 
frequently either as a simple unmodified head noun, or else a 
noun plus no more than one other modifier such as the 
indefinite marker araq 'a/another' or the definite marker 
(i.e. the demonstrative pronoun) na 'the/that'.  Adjectival 
modifiers as well as the indefinite marker araq and the 
demonstrative pronoun na may function substantivally to denote 
an elided head noun. 
 
Once the identity of a thematically important participant 
becomes accessible, from whatever discourse context, it may be 
referred to subsequently by a personal pronoun.  The set of 
Bargam personal pronouns consists of the following: 
 

                     
12 See Hepner, 1986 for a fuller discussion of noun phrases in 
Bargam. 
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(3)   Singular  Plural 
 
 1st  ya 'I/me'  i 'we/us' 
 2nd  ni 'you'  ne 'you' 
                      \      / 
 3rd    in 'he/him, she/her, it, they/them' 
 
Personal pronouns, by definiton, are always definite.  As 
mentioned in the preceding discussion, the identity of the 1st 
and 2nd person personal pronouns is normally accessible from 
the deictic context.  The identity of the 3rd person personal 
pronoun is only accessible from preceding discourse context. 
 
2.2.  Switch reference 
 
Another very important grammatical device used to keep track 
of participants in Bargam narratives is switch reference 
(hereafter abbreviated to SR).   
 
2.2.1. Medial verb form and function 
 
SR is encoded grammatically in Bargam by a small set of six 
medial verb suffixes13.  Bargam medial verbs mark same or 
different referent for the following predication, perfective 
(punctiliar) or imperfective (durative) aspect, and realis or 
irrealis mode in a single portmanteau suffix.  They also 
encode information regarding the temporal relationship of the 
current predication to the following one, whether it involves 
some sort of overlap (simultaneity) or succession 
(sequentiality) or contingency (conditionality).  Bargam 
medial verbs are not inflected for person or number. 
 

                     
13 The entire set of medial verb endings in Bargam consists of 
the following six morphemes: 
 
      /    -im perfective, realis   (SP) 
     SS {   -eq14 perfective, irrealis (IrSP) 
      \ -ad imperfective, realis (SD) 
 
      / -an perfective, realis   (DP) 
     DS  { -id perfective, irrealis (IrDP) 
      \ -sa imperfective, realis (DD) 
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2.2.2.  The Bargam SR system: an illustrative example14 
 
The following example, taken from a Bargam folktale about how 
the Bargam people obtained fire, illustrates nicely the 
workings of the Bargam SR system.   
 
(4)  Faq15  ulaman    in iterad  ussa     mataw in   gigo 
     faq    ulam  -an in iter-ad us   -sa mataw in   gi -go 
     fire   kindle-DP he warm-SD sleep-DD men   they OCR-poss  
 
kabiyab    tilehsa    gaun na   in usim     kiskismo   faq 
kabiy -ib  ti- leh-sa gaun na   in us   -im kiskis-mo  faq 
garden-Loc Per-go -DD dog  that he sleep-SP slow  -Emp fire  
 
asor waqim  ad16 bolim   kamisib   itiqim       amim    a16 
asor waq-im ad   bol -im kamis-ib  itiq     -im am  -im a 
some get-SP *    come-SP ocean-Loc step.down-SP swim-SP * 
 
bolsa   onmin    ahol     waqad  ek   tonsa  gaun na   in 
bol -sa onmin    a-  hol  waq-ad ek   ton-sa gaun na   in 
come-DD children InP-body get-SD yell do -DD dog  that he  
 
huritadmo    in faq  hulosan  kamis meb     woqim 
hurit-ad-mo  in faq  hulos-an kamis me- b   woq -im 
hear -SD-Emp he fire loose-DP ocean eye-Loc fall-SP  
 

                     
14 The following abbreviations are used in this paper: 
 
1 first person    SR switch reference 
N1 non-first person   OCR object cross-reference mkr. 
Sg singular        Pr present tense 
Pl plural     Pa past perfective tense 
Per perfective aspect  Fu future tense 
Emp emphatic marker   Imp past imperfective tense 
Mod modifier    Imp imperative 
Rep repetitve marker  DS different subject 
Des desiderative   SS same subject 
ploc present location  SP same subject, punctiliar 
poss possessive       SD same subject, durative 
indef indefinite   DP different subject, punctiliar 
def definite    DD different subject, durative 
exhaus exhaustive   IrSP irrealis, same sub., punct. 
InP inalienable possession  IrDP irrealis, dif. sub., punct. 
PoM possession marker 
 
15 The grapheme "q" represents the glottal stop. 
 
16 The particle ad and its clitic counter-part a are used with 
verbs of motion to indicate 'passive accompaniment', i.e. 
either taking or bringing something or someone.  They are 
untranslatable and glossed *. 
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timiy. 
ti -miy-   01-02 
Per-go.out-Pa-N1Sg 
 
(They) lit a fire(DS), and while he was warming himself(SS) 
sleeping(DS), while the people were already going to their 
gardens(DS), the dog remained(SS) and slowly got(SS) a piece 
of the fire and took(SS) it and went down(SS) into the ocean 
and swam(SS) and was bringing it(DS) and the children saw(SS) 
him and were yelling(DS) and the dog heard(SS) them and he 
dropped(DS) the fire and (it) fell(SS) into the ocean and went 
out. 
 
In the example above, the SR system consistently reflects and 
responds to each change in referent, even an inanimate 
referent such as the fire.   
 
2.2.3. Some kinks in the Bargam SR system 
 
There are occasions when a clausal argument other than a 
nominal referent triggers the SR system.  There are also 
occasions when the SR system is not completely rigorous in 
indicating a change in referent.  These two 'variations' from 
an otherwise very consistent SR system are discussed in 
sections 2.2.3.1, 2.2.3.2 and 2.2.3.3 below. 
 
2.2.3.1.  Switch reference and time 
 
In Bargam, time expressions, as well as nominal referents, 
generally trigger a change from SS marking to DS marking. 
 
(5) Haqadmo     amam       le ago      bitab     ossa   saw 
    haq- ad-mo  a-  mam    le a-  go   bit-  ab  os- sa saw 
    q.v.-SD-Emp InP-father go InP-Pos  house-Loc sit-DD place  
 
hastitayan      ago     aw    inaq     kabiyab    lehim... 
hastitay-    an a-  go  aw    i-  naq  kabiy- ab  leh-im 
become.clear-DP OCR-Pos woman OCR-with garden-Loc go- SP 
 
Then his father went and sat(DS) in the house and when it was 
light(DS) he and his wife went(SS)to the garden and . . . 
 
(6) Waqim  ussa     imisor    iyim  tarom tiqiyan   ya 
    waq-im us   -sa imisor    iy-im tarom ti -iy-an ya 
    get-SP sleep-DD afternoon be-SP night Per-be-DP I 
 
hitiqim... 
hitiq  -im 
descend-SP 
 
I got (a sickness)(SS) and while I slept(DS) it became(SS) 
afternoon and then it became(DS) night and I descended(SS) 
and... 
 
In the examples above, the time phrases trigger a DS marking 
on the medial verb preceding the phrase and again on the 
concluding verb of the time phrase itself.  This procedure is 
very predictable in Bargam and no doubt reflects the thematic 
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importance of a time change on the event-line of a Bargam 
discourse. 
 
2.2.3.2.  Switch reference and topicality 
 
As Reesink has pointed out, the topicality status of a 
particular nominal may affect the normal working of the 
switch-reference system and produce so-called 'false' 
readings.  By way of summarizing his analysis of data from a 
number of Papuan languages he states: 
 

"Finally then, my hypothesis regarding the function of a 
S/R mechanism is that it monitors the coreferentiality of 
the subject in a following coordinated clause with the 
subject of the preceding clause, while factors of 
topicality, such as humanness, implying deliberate 
action, definiteness, implying givenness, and singular or 
plural focus, may cause 'false' SR markings." (Reesink, 
1982:65) 

 
As an example of this phenomenon from Bargam consider the 
following sentence: 
 
(7) Mat waqim  inaq     osad   teq  ago     uliqab      na  
    mat waq-im i  -naq  os -ad teq  a  -go  uliq   -ib  na 
    man get-SP OCR-with sit-SD conj OCR-Pos village-Loc that 
 
amam       tumom. 
a  -mam    ti -moq-01-m 
InP-father Per-die-Pa-N1Sg 
 
(She) married(SS) a man and was living(SS) with him and then 
in her village her father died. 
 
 
In the above sentence, a woman, already introduced in the 
preceding sentence of the story, and here referenced by SS 
medial verb marking, is the current topic.  Thus, even though 
the subject of the final clause is 'her father', this switch 
in referents is not reflected by the medial verb suffix on os-
ad 'she was remaining/sitting-SD. 
 
Another very frequent example of a 'false' reading occurs when 
a person or thing, encoded as a separate medial clause with a 
stative verb, is the object of a transitive verb.  In such a 
case the different subject of the so-called object clause does 
not trigger a change in the SR marking of the preceding 
clause.  Consider the example below: 
 
(8) Aduwmo          leheq    amun  ases             inaq 
    a-  duw-    mo  leh-eq   amun  a-  ses          i  -naq  
    InP-husband-Emp go- IrSP child InP grdchld/prnt OCR-with 
 
ossa   gibiyad     teq  boleq     awey     inaq     ta 
os- sa gi-  biy-ad teq  bol- eq   a  -wey  i  -naq  ta 
sit-DD OCR  see-SD conj come-IrSP InP-wife OCR-with Rep 
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osyaq. 
os- y-  aq 
sit-Imp-N1Sg 
 
Her husband would go(SS) and visit(SS) the child living(DS) 
with his grandfather and then come back(SS) and live with his 
wife. 
 
In the above example, the man goes and visits (lit. sees) the 
child and his grandfather and them comes back.  The clause 
'the child living with his grandfather' functions as the 
object of the verb 'see' and therefore does not trigger a 
change in SR marking.  In this way the Bargam SR system 
maintains topic continuity by keeping the focus on the 
thematically important referent. 
 
2.2.3.3. Switch reference and the part-whole dichotomy 
 
The referencing of participants, via the SR system, is also 
affected by what may be termed the "part-whole dichotomy". 
Aeschliman, describing SR vis-a-vis participant tracking in 
the Nobonob language, lists two conditions under which the 
strict assignment of co-referentiality by medial verb 
suffixation breaks down or becomes ambiguous.  After 
presenting the relevant data, he states his conclusions in the 
following manner: 
 

"...Two things may affect the SS versus DS markings.  
They are 1) The presence of ego and one of his body parts 
being involved across clause boundaries and 2) The whole-
part dichotomy.  The effects may be summarized as 
follows.  1) If the relationship between two clauses is a 
whole-part relationship...in which the whole is ego and 
the part a body part of ego, then the SS versus DS 
indication becomes ambivalent with either being 
acceptable.  If however, the relationship is a part-whole 
relationship, then a DS marker must be used in the first 
clause which has as its subject the body part of ego.  
(2) If a group of entities are being spoken about and the 
movement between two clauses is whole-part then a SS 
marker is used...but again if a part to whole movement is 
involved then a DS marker is used." (1988:5) 

 
The influence of part-whole relationships (cf. Reesink's 
singular and plural focus mentioned above) may also be 
observed in Bargam.  Regarding the whole-to-part movement 
involving a body part, the body part is apparently always 
coreferenced with the 'owner'.  This is in contrast to Nobonob 
where the medial verb marking may be either SS or DS.  
Consider the following example: 
 
(9) Haqadmo     in  kilek asenab      titeqadmo       ame 
    haq- ad-mo  in  kilek a-  sen-ab  titeq-   ad-mo  a-  me 
  q.v.-SD-Emp she bow   InP leg-Loc pull.out-SD-Emp Inp-eye 
 
lo       amun  kilek wazim   tursa    ahol     wam. 
loq      amun  kilek waz- im tur-  sa a-  hol  waq-01-m 
approach child bow   hold-SP stand-DD InP body get-Pa-N1Sg 
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As she pulled(SS) the arrow out of her leg, her eye approached 
(i.e. she looked) and saw the child standing holding the bow. 
 
However, for part-to-whole movement involving a body part the 
body is always marked as DS, as is the case in Nobonob.   
 
(10) In osadmo     ame     rursa  us    hulesyaq. 
     in os- ad-mo  a-  me  rur-sa us    hules-y-  aq 
     he sit-SD-Emp InP-eye sag-DD sleep slip- Imp-N1Sg 
 
As he was sitting(SS) there his eyes were heavy(DS) and he was 
repeatedly nodding off to sleep. 
 
In 9 above, which illustrates the whole-to-part movement (her 
- her eye), the eye is co-referenced with the "owner' and this 
is reflected in the SS marking on the verb 'pull'.  In 10 
there is circular movement whole-to-part-to-whole.  Again the 
whole-to-part movement (he - his eye) is marked by SS medial 
verb suffixation.  However the part-to-whole movement (his eye 
- he) triggers a DS marking on the verb 'be heavy'. 
 
As with part-to-whole movement, individual-to-group movement 
is always marked by DS on the individual.  In the following 
example, the movement from 'you' to 'us' is marked by the 
irrealis DS marker -id. 
 
(11) Ni  bolid     i  leheq    dalag   ginuweq     sirikeq   
     ni  bol- id   i  leh-eq   dalag   ginuw- eq   sirik-eq  
     you come-IrDP we go- IrSP tree.sp gather-IrSP boil- IrSP 
 
tituweq    iltoneq    a leheq    yuwub     emad   teq  
tituw-eq   ilton-eq   a leh-eq   yuw-  ib  em- ad teq 
crack-IrSP wrap- IrSP * go- IrSP water-Loc put-SD conj  
 
i  bolam        ham. 
i  bol- 01- am  haq- 01-m 
we come-Fut-1Pl q.v.-Pa-N1Sg 
 
"You come(DS) and we will go(SS) and gather(SS) dalag (nuts) 
and boil(SS) them and crack(SS) them and wrap(SS) them and 
take(SS) them and put(SS) them in the river and then we will 
come home," she said. 
 
 
Conversely, the general rule for group-to-individual movement 
is that the individual is coreferenced with the group as the 
following example illustrates: 
 
(12) I  bolim   bo   wo   tileh,         kabiyab.   Wolehim 
     i  bol- im bo   wo   ti- leh-01-02  kabiy- ib  woleh- im 
     we come-SP come fall Per-go- Pa-1Pl garden-Loc go.down-SP 
 
ya woleh   bateteq      nagunim     giway. 
ya woleh   bateteq      nagun-   im gi- waq-01-y 
I  go.down sweet.potato look.for-SP OCR-get-Pa-1Sg 
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We came(SS) and went down to the garden.  We went down(SS) and 
I looked for(SS) sweet potatoes and got them. 
 
 
While the preceding example illustrates the general rule for 
group-to-individual movement, the following nearly identical 
examples, taken from the same hand-written text, demonstrate 
that movement from group to individual is not always marked 
with SS. 
  
(13) Lehim  liqab      diqmo    iyim  Tomay tumoqnan    tonad 
     leh-im liq-   ib  diq- mo  iy-im tomay ti- moq-nan ton-ad 
     go- SP middle-Loc very-Emp be-SP N.    Per-die-des do- SD 
 
giger na   giben   lel   hasad   gwa   tubol. 
giger na   gi- ben lel   has- ad gwa   ti- bol- 01-02 
two   that OCR-arm shake open-SD go.up Per-come-Pa-N1Sg 
 
(They) went(SS) and were(SS) in deep water and Tomay was about 
to die(SS) and he shook loose(SS) from the hands of those two 
and came back up. 
 
 
(14) Wole    yoq   liqab      diq  tiqiyan   mat tumoqnan    
     wole    yoq   liq-   ib  diq  ti- iy-an mat ti- moq-nan 
     go.down water middle-Loc very Per-be-DP man Per-die-des 
 
tonad  giben   lel   hasdaiq      haqad   emsa  haiq. 
ton-ad gi- ben lel   has- d-  aiq haq- ad em-sa haiq 
do- SD OCR-arm shake open-Fut-1Sg q.v.-SD do-DD neg 
 
(They) went down(DS) deep into the water and the man was about 
to die(SS) and tried(DS) to shake their arms loose but was 
unable. 
 
 
In the first example above two men hold a third between them, 
descend into the water and the one being held breaks free and 
surfaces and the other two follow him back to the river bank.  
In the second sentence they have returned under water and this 
time the man struggles to get free but is unable to and so 
remains under water with the other two and shortly thereafter 
all three return to the surface together.  In the second 
example, the DS marking may serve to heighten the struggle 
between the man being held and the two who are holding him and 
the unsuccessful outcome of his efforts to break free. 
 
2.3.  Back-referencing 
 
In the preceding section, the use of SR to track participants 
within a sentence was described.  The additional use of the SR 
system to track participants across sentence boundaries and 
thereby provide coherence to a discourse is termed back-
referencing17.  Back-referencing is extremely common in Bargam 
narrative and normally consists of what has sometimes been 
                     
17 Aeschliman, 1988:11-12 
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described as tail-head linkage.  This is simply a repetition 
of a clause-final verb in medial form at the beginning of the 
next sentence.  However, as the following excerpt from a 
Bargam folktale illustrates, if a thematically important topic 
has been in the background for a number of clauses, a more 
extensive back-reference may occur. 
 
(15) Regsa    MAT NA   SIBIM  LEHAD  KUDOR  ABILIKNIB 
     reg-  sa mat na   sib-im leh-ad kudor  a-  bilikin-ib 
     climb-DD man that run-SP go- SD possum InP-tail-   Loc 
 
TUWAZ.             WAZIM    TURSA    atatin    kadug  
ti- waz-  01-02    waz-  im tur-  sa a-  tatin kadug 
Per-grasp-Pa-N1Sg  grasp-SP stand-DD InP-son   bamboo  
 
abitan    faq  oysamo      ad sib.         Sibim  lehad 
a-  bitan faq  oy-  sa-mo  ad sib-01-02.   Sib-im leh-ad 
InP-end   fire burn-DD-Emp *  run-Pa-N1Sg  run-SP go-SD 
 
in kudor ay   ahulibmo          woldaiq     ham. 
in kudor ay   a-  huliq-ib- mo  wol-d-aiq   haq-01-m. 
he tree  tree InP-trunk-Loc-Emp hit-Fut-1Sg q.v.-Pa-N1Sg 
 
Haqimmo     haiq kadug  abitan    na   faq  oysamo 
haq- im-mo  haiq kadug  a-  bitan na   faq  oy-  sa-mo 
q.v.-SP-Emp neg  bamboo InP-end   that fire burn-DD-Emp 
 
in amam       afaqnib       woltitayanmo 
in a-  mam    a-  faqin-ib  wol-ti-   tay-an-mo 
he InP-father InP-head- Loc hit-redup-dig-DP-Emp  
 
itim.             Woltitayan       tiqsamo        faq 
tiq-01-m          wol-ti-   tay-an tiq-    sa-mo  faq 
descend-Pa-N1Sg   hit-redup-dig-DP descend-DD-Emp fire 
 
bunmo   timiybug.                  MAT NA   KUDOR 
bun-mo  ti- miy-    bug-  01-02    mat na   kudor  
all-Emp Per-die.out-compl-Pa-N1Sg  man that tree 
 
ABILIKIN    WAZ   NAQMO        HIQIYIM   TURAD    in atul 
a-  bilikin waz   na-  a-  mo  hiqiy- im tur-  ad in atul 
Inp-tail    grasp that-OCR-Emp finish-SP stand-SD he hoot  
 
tuqulumyaq. 
ti- ulum-  y-  aq 
Per-pierce-Imp-N1Sg 
 
While it was climbing (the tree) THE MAN RAN AND WENT AND 
GRASPED THE TREE POSSUM'S TAIL.  HE GRASPED IT AND WAS 
STANDING and his son came running with a burning length of 
bamboo. He went running and he said, "I will hit the tree 
possum on the trunk of the tree."  He said that but no, he 
smashed his father on the head with the burning brand of 
bamboo and it went into pieces.  He smashed it and it went to 
pieces and all the fire went out.  AS THE MAN WAS STANDING 
THERE TIGHTLY GRASPING THE TREE POSSUM'S TAIL he began 
yelling. 
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In the above example, normal back-referencing is clearly 
illustrated in each sentence up to the last.  In the last 
sentence a more extensive back-reference occurs.  After the 
fire goes out and before he begins yelling, the desperate 
position of the man is restated.  There are two reasons for 
this.  First, there is a substantial referential gap between 
the extended back-reference and the last mention of the father 
as topic.  Also, this lengthy back-reference encodes an 
assertion which is entirely contrary to expectation.  Rather 
than having let go of the possum, the man is still in his 
previous position and still grasping the tree possum's tail. 
 
2.4. Zero anaphora 
 
By zero anaphora I refer to the complete absence of any of the 
previously mentioned grammatical devices used to identify and 
track participants in Bargam narrative discourse (i.e. NPs and 
pronouns, switch reference medial verb suffixation or back-
referencing).  Zero anaphora occur mainly in procedural 
narrative where a number of steps or sequential activities are 
accomplished by the same agent.  In such a sequence there is 
no continuity of participant reference by SR in tail-head 
linkage.  Consider the example below: 
 
(16a) Uliqab      bolim   ya le huz.           
      uliq   -ib  bol -im ya le huz  -01-02    
      village-Loc come-SP I  go bathe-Pa-N1Sg  
 
  (b) Huzim    ta  gwabolim   dadaq sisoy.        
      huz  -im ta  gwabol -im dadaq sisoq-01-y    
      bathe-SP Rep come.up-SP food  shave-Pa-1Sg  
 
  (c) Guren   urey.          
      guren   ureq  -01-y    
      coconut scrape-Pa-1Sg  
 
  (d) Waqiw iworan     wom,         dadaqib.   
      waqiw iwor   -an woq -01-m    didaq-ib   
      tulip crumble-DP fall-Pa-N1Sg food -Loc  
 
(a) I came to the village and I went to bathe.   
(b) Bathing and coming back up (I) peeled food.   
(c) Scraped a coconut.   
(d) Crumbled up greens into the food. 
 
In this case continuity of reference is maintained by the 
deictic context ("I") and the cultural context which includes 
both a well-known "script" for the preparation of food and the 
assumption that the same person is executing each step of the 
process. 
 
 
3.  Referentiality in Bargam narrative 
 
Since the normal propositional modality for Bargam narrative 
discourse is FACT (including both presuppositional material as 
well as realis assertions), most nominal referents are to be 
considered referential.  This is not to say that there are no 
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non-referential nominals in Bargam discourse.  However, as 
mentioned above, non-referential nominals are to be found only 
within the scope of the NON-FACT propositional modality 
(including irrealis assertions or negative assertions).  For 
example, consider the following sentence: 
 
(17) A lehim  in   araqibmo     faq  ulamim  rebub   yuw 
     a leh-im in   araq-ib- mo  faq  ulam-im reb-ib  yuw 
     * go- SP they a-   Loc-Emp fire blow-SP pot-Loc water 
 
emim   eman   faqab    oyad    tursa    in   giger  
em- im em- an faq- ib  oy-  ad tur-  sa in   giger 
put-SP put-DP fire-Loc cook-SD stand-DD they two 
 
dalag ginuweq     a leheq    rebub   emyaqay. 
dalag ginuw- eq   a leh-eq   reb-ib  em- yaq-ay 
nut   gather-IrSP * go- IrSP pot-Loc put-Imp-N1Pl 
 
They took (the pot) and together they built a fire and put 
water in the pot and put it on the fire and and while it 
heated they two were gathering dalag nuts and taking them and 
putting them in the pot. 
 
In the above example, the noun dalag 'nut' occurs as an 
argument of the verbs ginuweq 'gather', a leheq 'take' and 
emyaqay 'were putting' which are in irrealis mode.  In this 
case the focus is on repeated action and there is no 
particular nut or group of nuts intended by the speaker.  The 
noun dalag, in this case is non-referential. 
 
Non-referential nominal referents are also found in Bargam in 
negative assertions.  
 
(18) Soqorim  ya onmin    giyon   soqorne        araq ya 
     soqor-im ya onmin    gi- yon soqor-ne       araq ya  
     scoop-SP I  children OCR-ben scoop-exhaust. a    I  
 
a hi hulos. 
a hi hulos-01-02 
* neg let.go-Pa-1Sg 
 
(I) dished the food out and I dished it out for the children 
and I didn't miss a single one. 
 
In this instance the word araq 'a', used substantivally for 
amun araq 'a child', is non-referential because it can be 
asserted that, "There was no particular child such that, 'It 
was missed.'"18   
 
Elsewhere in Bargam narrative, under the scope of the 
propositional modality FACT, nominal referents are always 
assumed to be referential (cf. sec. 4.1 and 4.2 for discussion 
of marked and unmarked indefinite and nominals). 
 

                     
18 Givon, 1984:392 
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4.  Definiteness in Bargam narrative discourse 
 
Bargam nouns may occur unmarked for definiteness or be 
explicitly marked definite or indefinite.  Consider the 
following brief narrative: 
 
(19a) Aw    araq in  lehim  uliq    araq pesanmotab         
      aw    araq in  leh-im uliq    araq pesan-mo -ta -b    
      woman a    she go -SP village a    far  -Emp-Mod-Loc  
 
in  mat tuwam.          (b) Mat waqim  inaq     osad   teq   
in  mat ti -waq-01-m        mat waq-im i  -naq  os -ad teq   
she man Per-get-Pa-N1Sg     man get-SP OCR-with sit-SD conj  
 
ago     uliqab      na   amam       tumom. 
a  -go  uliq   -ib  na   a  -mam    ti -moq-01-m  
OCR-Pos village-Loc that InP-father Per-die-Pa-N1Sg  
 
(c) An kam araq awe      na   lehim  ago     kabiyab     
    an kam araq a  -we   na   leh-im a  -go  kabiy -ib   
    DP day a    InP-wife that go -SP OCR-Pos garden-Loc  
 
kabiy emad  luwsa          le gwid  araq melim  asus        
kabiy em-ad luw        -sa le gwid  araq mel-im a  -sus     
work  do-SD walk.around-DD go in.sp a    fly-SP InP-breast  
 
tumug.           (d) Asus       muganmo     in  anad 
ti -mug -01-02       a  -sus    mug -an-mo  in  a  -nad 
Per-bite-Pa-N1Sg     InP-breast bite-DP-Emp she InP-mind 
 
tiqam.         (e) Oye  ham ka   ham yaqgo      uliqab  
ti -em-01-02       oye  ham ka   ham ya-i  -go  uliq   -ib 
Per-do-Pa-N1Sg     say! q.v this q.v I -OCR-Pos village-Loc 
 
daq  ag    tugwatim            ham.        (f) Haqad   in   
daq  ag    ti -gwahtiq-01-m    ham-01-02       haq -ad in  
deed Indef Per-appear -Pa-N1Sg q.v-Pa-N1Sg     q.v.-SD she  
 
hidmo     uliqab      bolim   didaq karuw oyim    rebub    
hid  -mo  uliq   -ib  bol -im didaq karuw oy  -im reb-ub   
quick-Emp village-Loc come-SP food  meat  cook-SP pot-Loc  
 
emim   ad amam       ago     uliqab      tilah. 
em -im ad a  -mam    a  -go  uliq   -ib  ti -leh-01-02 
put-SP *  InP-father OCR-Pos village-Loc Per-go -Pa-N1Sg 
 
(19a) A woman went and in a far away village she married a 
man.  (19b) (She) married a man and remained with him and in 
her village her father died.  (19c) One day the man's wife 
went and was working in her garden and a gwid flew and bit her 
breast.  (19d) (It) bit her breast and right away she thought, 
(19e) "Say!, This means that something has happened in my 
village."  (19f) So she quickly came to the village and cooked 
food and meat and put them in a pot and took them to her 
father's village. 
 
It is obvious from the above text, that nominal referents in 
Bargam narrative discourse occur both marked and unmarked with 
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regard to their state of definiteness.  Below is a chart 
including all of the nouns found in the above text, their 
marking, definite status and the context from which their 
identity is accessible. 
 
(20) Noun    Marking     Def./Indef.    Context 
 
19a  aw araq   araq     indef.      none 
    uliq araq   araq  indef.      none 
  mat     0   indef.      none 
19b  mat     0   indef.     none 
  ago uliqab na   poss., na def.      discourse/ 
                   deictic 
  amam    poss.  def.      deictic 
19c  kam araq   araq  indef.      none 
  awe na       poss., na def.   discourse/ 
               deictic 
  ago kabiyab  poss.  def.   deictic 
  gwid araq   araq  indef.   none 
  asus    poss.  def.   deictic 
19d  asus    poss.  def.   deictic 
19e  ka        ka   def.   deictic* 
  yaqgo uliqab  poss.  def.   deictic* 
  daq ag       ag   indef/uncer     none* 
19f  uliqab        0   def.   cultural 
  didaq        0   indef.      none 
  karuw          0   indef.      none 
  rebub        0   indef.      none 
  amam ago uliqab poss.  def.   deictic 
 
*These three nouns occur within the bounds of reported speech. 
 
4.1. Referential indefinite nominals in Bargam 
 
From the information contained in the chart above, it would 
appear that indefinite nouns may be either explicitly marked 
or left unmarked.  Thus the noun mat 'man' in 19a is unmarked.  
He must be referential (there exists a particular man whom the 
woman married) but his identity is inaccessible to the hearer.  
Likewise in 19f the food and meat which was cooked and the pot 
they were placed in are all designated by unmarked nominals.  
Again they are referential (it is asserted that they exist) 
but their identity, other than general class membership, is 
inaccessible from any context. 
 
On the other hand, again in sentence 19a, aw 'woman' and uliq 
'village' are marked indefinite by araq 'a, another'.  The 
word araq serves to single out a particular member of a class.  
It makes explicit the individuality and therefore the 
uniqueness of the referent.  In this way it serves to 
underscore the referentiality of the noun it modifies.   
 
An indefinite noun may be marked to show that it denotes a 
referent whose exact identity or classification is unknown to 
the speaker, as in sentence 19e above.  In this instance the 
phrase daq ag 'something' indicates that the speaker believes 
that something has happened but does not know what.  Further 
examples of this usage of ag 'uncer(tainty)' are given below. 
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(21) Ni  amun  ag    inaq     bol          e    ham. 
     ni  amun  ag    i-  naq  bol- 01-02   e    haq- 01-m 
     you child uncer OCR-with come-Pa-N1Sg ques q.v.-Pa-N1Sg 
 
'Have you come with someone's child?', he said. 
 
(22) Haqsa   ago      amun  amikta    mana     huritad  in 
     haq- sa a-  go   amun  amik- ta  ma- na   hurit-ad in 
     q.v.-DD OCR-poss child small-mod Emp-that hear- SD he 
 
bilaqyaq,      Ni  karuw  ag    waqad  luwaq 
bilaq-y-  aq   ni  karuw  ag    waq-ad luw-        01-aq 
say-  Imp-N1Sg you animal uncer get-SD walk.around-Pa-N1Sg 
 
e    haqyaq. 
e    haq- y-  aq 
ques q.v.-Imp-N1Sg 
 
While he was saying that, his youngest child heard it and kept 
saying, "Are you catching some kind of animal?" 
 
In example 21, the questioner sees the child (who is his own 
son) but pretends not to be able to classify him in terms of a 
particular kinship relation (i.e. he claims not to know whose 
child it is).  In the second question (22), the young child 
hears his father yelling in the distance but cannot see what 
he is doing.  He assumes he is engaged in catching an animal 
but doesn't know what kind of animal it is.  The use of ag 
indicates uncertainty about the exact kind of animal being 
pursued and in this way underscores the indefiniteness of the 
noun it modifies. 
 
In examples such as these, one may be tempted to classify such 
nouns denoting referents of uncertain identity or 
classification as non-referential, since at least for some of 
the examples they do not seem to refer to specific entities.  
This cannot be the case however, since in every instance the 
speaker is indeed asserting the existence of a unique entity.  
It is the exact nature of the entity, that which would allow 
certain classification, which is uncertain. 
 
4.2.  Referential definite nominals in Bargam 
 
Referential definite nominals are, according to our definition 
above, nominals whose unique referential identity is assumed 
by the speaker to be accessible to the hearer from one or more 
of three primary speech-act contexts; the cultural context, 
the deictic context, and the discourse context.  Referring to 
the above chart, it is possible to find examples of nominals 
deriving their identity from each of these three contexts. 
 
By far, the most frequent source of identification of nominal 
referents in the above text is from the deictic context.   
Givon (1984:399-400) distinguishes between absolute deictic 
availability (acquired referential uniqueness via an 
association with either the speaker or the hearer) and 
relative deictic availability (acquired referential uniqueness 
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via association with a nominal previously introduced into the 
narrative).  Only two nominal referents derive their identity 
from the absolute deictic context and not suprisingly, they 
are contained in a section of reported speech.  All of the 
others are possessed nominal referents, and derive their 
identity from their close association with a nominal already 
introduced into the discourse. 
 
Several nominal referents in the chart derive their 
definiteness from the preceding discourse context.  That is, 
they are definite by virtue of previous mention.  These 
nominals are marked by the demonstrative pronoun.  Na 'that' 
always functions to "re-activate" a participant in the memory 
of the hearer. 
 
Only one definite nominal in the chart above is unmarked.  It 
derives its referential accessibility from the cultural 
context, i.e. the body of shared cultural knowledge or what 
Givon terms, "the permanent file"19.  In this case, the village 
the woman returns to is the village she resides in.  It is 
therefore her village and definite by virtue of the fact that 
by cultural convention, every woman normally returns from the 
garden to the village of her residence.  In this sense 
"village" is a permanently filed referent, and is therefore a 
universally identifiable referent in much the same way as are 
"the sun" or "the sky".  
 
Consider below another example of a referential definite 
nominal which is unmarked. 
 
(23) I lehad   luwsamo            gaun lehim  bul araq  
     i leh-ad  luw-        sa-mo  gaun leh-im bul araq  
     we go- SD walk.around-DD-Emp dog  go- SP pig a      
 
ahol     waqim  kwah  emiy. 
a-  hol  waq-im kwah  em-01-iy 
InP-body get-SP Onom. do-Pa-N1Pl 
 
As we were on our way the dogs saw a pig and barked. 
 
In the story from which sentence 23 is taken, a previous 
sentence contains the information that the speaker and two 
others were accompanied by dogs on their hunting trip to the 
bush.  Thus, here there is a case of a definite noun (gaun 
'dog') being unmarked and another indefinite noun (bul 'pig') 
being marked.  In this case gaun denotes more than one dog as 
the final verb indicates.  However, the dogs are not a salient 
discourse topic and thus no attempt is made to "reactivate" 
them as topic in the mind of the hearer and consequently they 
are left unmarked. 
 
Conversely, and somewhat paradoxically, a definite nominal may 
be unmarked precisely because it is a salient discourse topic.  
In such cases the speaker relies on frequent explicit mention 
of the referent to keep its identity accessibile to the hearer 

                     
19 1984:399 
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(cf. sec. 7 and the discussion regarding the musumrik insect 
in sentences A6, A8 and A10). 
 
5.  Topicality in Bargam narrative discourse 

 
As indicated in the previous discussion of topicality, for a 
nominal referent to be considered topical, it must be definite 
(i.e. referentially accessible) and it must be thematically 
important (it must stand out some way in the mind of the 
speaker and hearer, and it must occur with a relatively high 
degree of frequency).  Since the notion of definiteness in 
Bargam has already been dealt with extensively in the 
preceding section, the following discusion is devoted 
primarily to thematic importance. 
 
In Bargam, thematic importance is manifest in several ways.  A 
thematically important participant is the focus of pronominal 
reference.  For example, consider the following brief 
narrative. 
 
(24) Kam araq mat atatin    inaq     sul 
     kam araq mat a-  tatin i-  naq  sul  
     day a    man InP-son   OCR-with dried.coconut.frond 
 
tilehiy.        In   lehim  in   gigo     madib 
ti- leh-01-iy   in   leh-im in   gi- go   mad-   ib 
Per-go- Pa-N1Pl they go- SP they OCR-poss border-Loc 
 
tiqim      ossa   tarow tiqiy.          Tarow iyan  in 
tiq-    im os- sa tarow ti- iy-01-02    tarow iy-an in 
descend-SP sit-DD night Per-be-Pa-N1Sg  night be-DP they 
 
kadug  miderim  yuw   muzim     tugwaboliy.         Gwabolad 
kadug  mider-im yuw   muz-   im ti- gwabol- 01-iy   gwabol- ad 
bamboo light-SP water follow-SP Per-come.up-Pa-N1Pl come.up-SD 
 
in   silaq    teq  marik giqulumim     gwabol  yaqay. 
in   silaq    teq  marik gi- ulum-  im gwabol  yaq-ay 
they crayfish conj eel   OCR-pierce-SP come.up Imp-N1Pl 
 
Gwabo   in   gigo     madib      iyim  in   danib    gwalim  
gwabo   in   gi- go   mad-   ib  iy-im in   dan- ib  gwal- im 
come.up they OCR-poss border-Loc be-SP they path-Loc ascend-SP  
 
uliqab      tuboliy.          In   bo   uliq    sinsin nog  
uliq-   ib  ti- bol- 01-iy    in   bo   uliq    sinsin nog 
village-Loc Per-come-Pa-N1Pl  they come village close  like 
 
tiqiyiy. 
ti- iy-01-iy 
Per-be-Pa-N1Pl 
 
One day a man and his son went spear fishing by fire-light. 
They went and descended to their border (of the stream) and 
remained there until it was dark.  It became dark and they lit 
some bamboo and followed the stream and came up.  As they came 
up they speared crayfish and eels.  They came up and being at 
their (other) border (of the stream) they ascended to the path 
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and came to the village.  They came and were close to the 
village. 
 
 
In the above narrative, every single occurance of the third 
person personal pronoun in 'they' has as its antecedent the NP 
mat atatin inaq 'a man and his son'.  Obviously, these two 
referents, acting as one, possess a high degree of thematic 
importance in this stretch of narrative.  Also obvious is the 
cohesive influence the frequent repetition of the pronoun 
exerts over the text.   
 
Thematic importance is also manifest through kinship 
terminology.  A thematically important participant may be said 
to govern the use of kin terms used to refer to participants 
in the discourse.  The following brief excerpts from a Bargam 
folktale illustrate this idea.  In this story there are three 
main participants; a woman, her father and her husband.  The 
story is a moral tale about the tension that exists between a 
married woman, her loyalty to family and home village and her 
loyalty to husband and new village.  Early in the story the 
woman, who has already moved to a far-away village and 
married, returns to her home village to visit her father.  In 
this context she is referred to in terms of her relationship 
to her father, by the kinship term ami 'daughter'.   At this 
point in the narrative, it is the woman's relationship to her 
father that is prominent and therefore it is the father who 
has a high degree of thematic importance and thus controls 
reference of the woman. 
 
(25) Ad in ami          tubulon,....         An ami           
     ad in a  -mi       ti -bulon   -01-02   an a  -mi        
     *  he InP-daughter Per-speak.to-Pa-N1Sg DP InP-daughter  
 
in  didaq abeyan    a lehim  bitab     emad   anadnad        
in  didaq abeyan    a leh-im bit  -ab  em -ad a  -nad -nad   
she food  leftovers * go -SP house-Loc put-SD InP-mind-mind  
 
diq  emyaq....   An amam       ami          bulon,.... 
diq  em-y  -aq   an a  -mam    a  -mi       bulon   -01-02  
real do-Imp-N1Sg DP InP-father InP-daughter speak.to-Pa-N1Sg 
 
An ami          nazaq     titon. 
an a  -mi       na  -zaq  ti -ton-01-02  
DP InP-daughter that-like Per-do -Pa-N1Sg 
 
So he said to his daughter....And his daughter took the 
leftover food and as she was putting it in the house she was 
puzzled....And the father spoke to his daughter....And his 
daughter did what she was told. 
 
 
At the end of the story however, it is the woman's husband who 
has acheived greater thematic importance.  It is he who comes 
to the woman's aid when her father (actually his spirit) 
becomes an adversary.  In the following excerpt, it is the 
woman's husband who controls reference both to the woman, who 
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is identified as awe 'his wife' and to his wife's father, who 
is identified as alen 'his father-in-law'. 
 
(26) Sa aduw        anad     emad  in ago     tun sebur in  
     sa a  -duw     a  -nad  em-ad in a  -go  tun sebur in  
     DD InP-husband InP-mind do-SD he OCR-Pos bow club  he 
 
waqimmo    awe      muzim     kabiyabmo      tilah.  
waq-im-mo  a  -we   muz   -im kabiy -ab -mo  ti -leh-01-02  
get-SP-Emp InP-wife follow-SP garden-Loc-Emp Per-go -Pa-N1Sg 
 
In le sinsin iyad  in tililay.             Lileyanmo 
in le sinsin iy-ad in ti -liley   -01-02   liley   -an-mo   
he go close  be-SD he Per-shout.to-Pa-N1Sg shout.to-DP-Emp  
 
in awe      bilam,....    Sa alen       awitan         na   in  
in a  -we   bilaq-01-m    sa a  -len    a  -wit   -an  na   in  
he InP-wife say  -Pa-N1Sg DD InP-in.law InP-spirit-PoM that he 
 
bilam,        Haiqgam ham. 
bilaq-01-m    haiqgam ham-01-02 
say  -Pa-N1Sg neg     q.v-Pa-N1Sg 
 
So her husband, understanding, took his bow and his club and 
followed his wife and went to the garden.  When he was close 
he called out.  He called out and his wife said....So his 
father-in-law's spirit said, "No." 
 
 
The above examples demonstrate that kinship terms are a 
pointer to thematic importance.  As pointed out above, kinship 
terms, which are always inalienably possessed, derive their 
identity from the deictic context.  That is, they reference a 
particular participant vis-a-vis his or her kin relation to a 
previously introduced participant.  In this way they 
underscore the current thematic importance of that particular 
participant. 
 
6.  Synthesis: an analysis of a Bargam narrative 
 
In order to provide a synthesis of the analysis and discussion 
that has gone before, a brief presentation of participant 
reference in Bargam narrative discourse is provided below. 
 
The text upon which the following description is based is 
given in interlinearized form in the appendix.  The reader is 
encouraged to refer to it frequently throughout the following 
discussion. 
 
The text under discussion is a short, humorous biographical 
narrative about a man and his cousin who go to the bush to 
hunt bandicoot.  After waiting unsuccessfully for a bandicoot 
to show itself, one of the men begins scratching the side of 
his flashlight making a rasping noise.  This attracts an 
insect called musumrik, which circles the two, buzzing 
noisely.  The two are convinced they are being accosted by a 
spirit and become frightened and begin running back to the 
village. They are pursued by the insect which overtakes them 
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and again circles around them.  One of the two cousins, 
intending to hit the spirit actually hits his cousin on the 
head with the flashlight.  The one hit says he is being 
"bitten" by the spirit and they both begin yelling loudly.  A 
group of people in the village hear them and come running and 
yelling themselves.  This scares off the insect.  When the 
people arrive, they question the two about what is happening, 
are told by the two men that they are yelling because a spirit 
is chasing them, and then they all return to the village 
together. 
 
The text begins with a traditional formulaic opening (A1), in 
which the speaker declares his intention to tell a particular 
story.  The opening functions much like a title.  Often, as is 
the case here, the primary, thematically important 
participants, who are a man and his cousin, are introduced in 
the opening. 
 
In the first sentence of the actual story (A2), the man and 
his cousin are referred to by the definite NP, mat na ayan 
inaq 'that man and his cousin'.  Previous mention in the 
opening sentence provides accessibility to the identity of the 
thematic twosome and therefore they are encoded as definite.   
 
Sentence A3 introduces the plural (cf. plural ending on the 
final verb) nominal referent madar 'bandicoot' which, under 
the scope of a negative assertion, is non-referential and thus 
unmarked for definiteness. 
 
One of the members of the twosome, referred to simply as the 
'cousin' is mentioned again in sentence A4.  Since the kin 
term ayan 'cousin', may refer to either of the two (cf. 
sentences A8 and A9), the exact referential identity of this 
referent is somewhat indeterminate.  All that is predicated is 
that one member of the twosome scratched the side of his 
flashlight.  We are then told (A5) that the sound was like the 
sound a spirit (non-referential, indefinite) makes. 
 
In sentence A6 another thematically important participant is 
introduced.  The thematic importance of the musumrik insect is 
indicated by the recurring mention of it explicitly by name in 
sentences A6, A8 and A10, the anaphoric pronominal reference 
in A6, and the way in which it over-rides the normal working 
of the SR system in A7 (cf. section 2.2.3.2 ex. (7)).  It is 
interesting to note that subsequent mentions of the musumrik 
insect are definite but unmarked.  As mentioned in the 
previous discussion of referential definite nominals in Bargam 
(sec. 4.2), the speaker is apparently relying on frequent 
explicit mention to maintain referential accessibility in the 
mind of the hearer. 
 
In sentence A7b the man and his cousin are re-introduced with 
a NP.  This is necessitated by the fact that for a significant 
number of clauses they have been either in the background (cf. 
A5 and A6) or mentioned only as passive participants in the 
unfolding story-line (A7a). 
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The musumrik insect is mentioned by name again in A8.  Since 
both the insect and the twosome are competing topics at this 
point in the story, neither is referred to by anaphoric 
pronominal reference to avoid possible ambiguity.  Only after 
the pair of humans is re-established as the primary thematic 
participant unit is anaphoric pronominal reference used again 
(cf. A9).  
 
In sentences A8 and A9 focus is shifted to the two cousins and 
what transpires between them.  What was initially a single 
participant unit is now split into two separate interacting 
entities.  They are each referred to simply as 'cousin'.  The 
isolated different subject medial verb suffix, functioning as 
a conjunction at the beginning of A9, makes explicit the 
switch in reference from the one cousin to the other.  The 
anaphoric pronoun in 'they', ocurring near the end of sentence 
A9, 'recombines' the two cousins into a single participant 
unit again. 
 
In sentence A10 another plural unmarked participant unit is 
introduced by the NP mataw biyahta 'a large group of 
men/people'.  The ocurrance of the pronoun in 'they' ocurring 
immediately after this NP serves not so much to track topic as 
to make the subject/actor explicit.  Such 'double subjects' 
are common in Bargam and serve to explicate the potential 
ambiguity which could exist between to third person nominals 
since there is no nominative and accusative case markings in 
Bargam. However, the thematic importance of 'the large group' 
is indicated by the second pronominal reference in A10 as well 
as the repeated mention of mataw biyahta in A10 and A11, and 
as associated actor in A13. 
 
Following the final mention of the musumrik insect at the end 
of sentence A10, the group of people is re-introduced in A11 
with a definite NP.  This is necessary because the final 
mention of the musumrik constitutes a break in the chain of 
reference to the mataw biyahta. 
 
In A12 the original twosome is referred to again by the NP 
giger na 'those two'.  Again, there has been a significant gap 
in reference to the twosome, thus necessitating the use of a 
full NP rather than a pronoun.  Final mention of the man and 
his cousin in A13 occurs as an elided head noun in the post-
positional phrase mataw biyah na nenaq '(the two of them) with 
that large group of people'. 
 
In the formulaic closing (A14), the phrase wagam na 'that 
story' is definite, since the knowledge of which story is 
intended is accessible from the immediate deictic context. 
 
7.  Conclusion 
 
By way of conclusion, the following observations may be made 
with regard to referential coherence in Bargam narrative:   
 
The referentiality of nouns in Bargam is determined by a 
combination of factors including speaker's intent and 
propositional modality.  A nominal referent is referential if 
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the speaker intends by it to denote a particular entity in the 
universe of discourse.  Under the scope of the propositional 
modality NON-FACT, a nominal referent may be non-referential 
if it is generic and therefore refers to no specific entity. 
 
A Bargam nominal referent is considered definite if its unique 
referential identity is accessible from either the broad 
cultural context, the absolute or relative deictic contexts, 
or the discourse context.  Access from the cultural context is 
normally unmarked.  Access from the relative deictic context 
is normally encoded as possession.  Access from the discourse 
context is normally marked by the deictic article na 'that'. 
 
The topic-hood, or thematic importance, of Bargam nominal 
referents, while in part determined by the subjective 
perception of the hearer, is also assessible from certain 
text-based measures such as frequency of mention, the 
governance of kinship terminology, and the break-down of the 
normal functioning of the switch reference system. 
 
Topic continuity in Bargam narrative may summarized as 
follows:  Initial mention of a nominal referent is normally 
encoded as a full, indefinite NP.  As long as that referent 
remains topic, and there is no interference from another 
participant, reference to it is usually made by a combination 
of switch reference and personal pronouns.   In the special 
case of embedded procedural or 'stepped' discourse, reference 
may be reduced to zero.  Where there are two or more 
participants competing as topics, reference to each one is 
usually by definite NP to avoid ambiguity.  In the event that 
one of these participants becomes the sole topic over a span 
of clauses, reference may revert to the use of a personal 
pronoun.  When a participant is re-introduced into the 
discourse after being absent for a significant span of 
clauses, it is encoded as a definite NP. 
 

Appendix 
 
The following interlinearized text is provided for reference 
in connection with section 6, "Synthesis: an analysis of a 
Bargam narrative". 
 

A Man and His Cousin Went Hunting 
 
Opening: 
 
(A1) Ari ya mat araq ayan       inaq     aziyan               
     ari ya mat araq a  -yan    i  -naq  a  -ziyan    
     OK  I  man a    InP-cousin OCR-with InP-throat   
 
lehiyta         giwagamun     bilaqnan. 
leh-01-iy  -ta  gi -wagam-un  bilaq-nan 
go -Pa-N1Pl-Mod OCR-story-PoM say-  des 
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Story: 
 
(A2) Teq  mat na   ayan       inaq     aziyan     turnan     
     teq  mat na   a  -yan    i  -naq  a  -ziyan  tur  -nan  
     conj man that InP-cousin OCR-with InP-throat stand-Des  
 
tilehiy.        (A3) Lehim  tursa    madar     a hi   
ti -leh-01-iy        leh-im tur  -sa madar     a hi   
Per-go -Pa-N1Pl      go -SP stand-DD bandicoot * neg  
 
boliy.       (A4) An ayan       turim    tos        asan      
bol -01-iy        an a  -yan    tur  -im tos        a  -san   
come-Pa-N1Pl      DP InP-cousin stand-SP flashlight InP-skin  
 
abenab       titah.              (A5) Tehsa      bilaqne       
a  -ben -ab  ti -teh    -01-02        teh    -sa bilaq-ne      
InP-hand-Loc Per-scratch-Pa-N1Sg      scratch-DD say  -exhaus  
 
waqit  gayon nog  iyyaq.      (A6) Nazaq     emsamo    
waqit  gayon nog  iy-y  -aq        na  -zaq  em-sa-mo 
spirit buzz  like be-Imp-N1Sg      that-like do-DD-Emp  
 
musumrik  huritad  in nazaq     diqmo    gayonim   
musumrik  hurit-ad in na  -zaq  diq -mo  gayon-im  
insect.sp hear -SD it that-like real-Emp buzz -SP  
 
tubol.           (A7) Bolim   ayan       inaq     aziyan      
ti -bol -01-02        bol -im a  -yan    i  -naq  a  -ziyan   
Per-come-Pa-N1Sg      come-SP InP-cousin OCR-with InP-throat  
 
alulib              tursa    gililutad     gayonsa   
a  -lulin      -ib  tur  -sa gi -lilut -ad gayon-sa  
InP-source/base-Loc stand-DD OCR-circle-SD buzz -DD  
 
ayan       inaq     rabad   tukim       ek   tonim  ek    
a  -yan    i  -naq  rab -ad tuk     -im ek   ton-im ek    
InP-cousin OCR-with fear-SD run.away-SP yell do -SP yell  
 
tonim  tuboliy.         (A8) Bolsa   haiq musumrik  gayonim   
ton-im ti -bol -01-iy        bol -sa haiq musumrik  gayon-im  
do -SP Per-come-Pa-N1Pl      come-DD neg  insect.sp buzz -SP  
 
gimuzim       bo   ginobun   ban            gwatiqim    
gi -muz   -im bo   gi -nobun ban            gwahtiq-im  
OCR-follow-SP come OCR-face  reposing.place arrive -SP  
 
gililutad     gayonsa  ayan       bilam,        Ya waqit   
gi -lilut -ad gayon-sa a  -yan    bilaq-01-m    ya waqit   
OCR-circle-SD howl -DD InP-cousin say  -Pa-N1Sg I  spirit  
 
tuwolaiq       haqadmo     haiq  ayan        
ti -wol-01-aiq haq -ad-mo  haiq  a  -yan     
Per-hit-Pr-1Sg q.v.-SD-Emp neg   InP-cousin  
 
tosibmo            amaqbelabmo          tuwol.           
tos       -ib -mo  a  -maqbel  -ab -mo  ti -wol-01-02    
flashlight-Loc-Emp InP-forehead-Loc-Emp Per-hit-Pa-N1Sg  
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(A9) Sa ayan       bilam,        Ka   waqitmo     
     sa a  -yan    bilaq-01-m    ka   waqit -mo   
     DD InP-cousin say  -Pa-N1Sg this spirit-Emp  
 
tigimugaq            haqadmo     in   didibmo      ek    
ti -gi -mug -01-aq   haq -ad-mo  in   didib   -mo  ek    
Per-OCR-bite-Pr-N1Sg q.v.-SD-Emp they strongly-Emp yell  
 
tonyaqay.    (A10) Ek   tonsa  mataw biyahta         in    
ton-yaq-ay         ek   ton-sa mataw biyah      -ta  in    
do -Imp-N1Pl       yell do -DD men   large.group-Mod they  
 
 
giqez     huritad  ta  in   ek   tonim  lehsa  musumrik      
gi -ez    hurit-ad ta  in   ek   ton-im leh-sa musumrik                  
OCR-voice hear -SD Rep they yell do -SP go -DD insect.sp  
 
tukim       tilah.         (A11) Sa mataw biyah       na    
tuk     -im ti -leh-01-02        sa mataw biyah       na   
run.away-SP Per-go -Pa-N1Sg      DD men   large.group that  
 
gigerab      lehim  susumuniy,      Ne  naga  gimugsa     ek    
gi -ger -ib  leh-im susumun-01-iy   ne  naga  gi -mug -sa ek   
OCR-side-Loc go -SP ask    -Pa-N1Pl you what? OCR-bite-DD yell 
 
tonay       haqiy?      (A12) Haqan   giger na   bilaqiy,       
ton-01-ay   haq -01-iy        haq -an giger na   bilaq-01-iy    
do -Pr-N1Pl q.v.-Pa-N1Pl      q.v.-DP two   that say  -Pa-N1Pl  
 
I  wait   gimuzsa       ek   tonauq     haqiy.        
i  wait   gi -muz   -sa ek   ton-01-auq haq -01-iy    
we spirit OCR-follow-DD yell do -Pr-1Pl q.v.-Pa-N1Pl  
 
(A13) Haqadmo     mataw biyah       na   nenaq    uliqab       
      haq -ad-mo  mataw biyah       na   ne -naq  uliq   -ib   
      q.v.-SD-Emp men   large.group that OCR-with village-Loc  
 
tuboliy.          
ti -bol -01-iy    
Per-come-Pa-N1Pl  
 
 
Closing: 
 
(A14) Wagam na   nawaqmo.           
      wagam na   na  -wa  -a  -mo   
      story that that-ploc-OCR-Emp 
 
 

Translation 
 
(A1) O.K., I am going to tell the story of a man and his 
cousin who went hunting. 
 
(A2) That man and his cousin went hunting.  (A3) (They) went 
and were standing and bandicoots did not come.  (A4) And a 
cousin stood and scratched the case of a flashlight with his 
hand.  (A5) As (he) scratched, (it) sounded just like a spirit 
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making noise.  (A6) As (he) was doing that a musumrik insect 
heard and it came making a noise just like that.  (A7) (It) 
came and while (the man) and his cousin were standing at the 
base of (the tree where they were) hunting, (it) circled 
around them making noise and (the man) and his cousin were 
afraid and ran away and came to the village yelling.  (A8) 
(They) were coming but no, the musumrik making noise and 
following them and got ahead of them and circled around them 
and was making noise and a cousin said, "I am hitting a 
spirit," but no, he hit his cousin on the forehead with the 
flashlight.  (A9) And his cousin said, "This is a spirit 
biting us," and they were yelling loudly. 
 
(A10) As (they) were yelling, a large group of men heard them 
and so they yelled and were going and (so) the musumrik took 
off and went.  (A11) And the large group of men went to them 
and asked, "What is biting you and you are yelling?"  (A12) 
And those two said, "We were yelling because a spirit was 
chasing us."  (A13) And (they) and the large group of men went 
back to the village. 
 
(A14) That's all of that story. 
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